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MIDMARK 630 UNIVERSAL POWER PROCEDURES TABLE
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What do you want in a procedures table?
A functional table that’s efficient and easy-to-use,

40-inch high height to position the patient to your

improving your office’s productivity

requirements, allowing the best possible care while saving
your back for a long career

A comfortable table for your patients that will minimize
anxiety and position as clinically necessary
19-inch low height to provide optimal accessibility,
improving safety while maintaining your
patient’s dignity

Great looking to build a positive reputation for your practice

The Midmark 630 Power Procedures Table
delivers the highest quality care to your patients,
staff and you.
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The Midmark 630 provides m
To help keep you and your staff fresh and alert all day, the Midmark 630 does the heavy
work. Full eight-way power, an essential low height, unprecedented patient comfort and a
multitude of efficiency features significantly improve your practice, making the Midmark
630 the table of choice. Today’s patient expects to have a comfortable experience while
undergoing one of life’s more uncomfortable experiences, visiting the physician for a minor
procedure. With a low height of 19 inches and an exclusive Premium Comfort System ,
TM

the Midmark 630 provides easy access for patients who are pregnant, elderly, or have
disabilities. This drives efficiency into your practice by enabling patients to access the table
themselves, helping you and your staff position the patient quickly and efficiently. With
countless standard features and over 30 accessories, Midmark universal power procedures
tables satisfy your needs unlike any other table. Anywhere.

Soft Headrest
Multi-density headrest with
a soft touch and relaxing
contours.

Automatically Extendible
Foot Section
Midmark’s exclusive extendible
foot section effortlessly places
the patient in the most comfortable position automatically!

Premium Comfort SystemTM
Unique elastomeric material
stretched over a seat cut-out
designed to enhance patient
comfort... a “chair-like” feel in
a procedures table.
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maximum comfort for patient and physi

Lithotomy

Comfort
Flat

Trendelenburg

Low Entry
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ician.
Make your practice efficient
with optional programmability.
Our goal is to make your
practice more productive.
With optional programmability,
you can simply program the
table to your four favorite
positions. With the touch of
a single button, it will move
quickly and precisely, every time.

give you close access to
power, regardless of the type
of procedure you perform.
Create the optimal procedure
room.
Your office reflects the quality of
care you provide, and the
Midmark 630 establishes the
reputation you want. It’s as
beautiful as it is comfortable.

The flexibility you need.
Not only can the Midmark 630
be used in Family and General
Practice, but also in OB/GYN,
Internal Medicine, Dermatology,
Plastic Surgery, Colon and
Rectal, General Surgery, and
other specialties. Optional
hospital grade electrical outlets

Complete your procedure room
with Midmark’s complementary
products... procedural lighting,
seating, flexible casework and
more. We have the products
that help you create the most
functional and efficient
procedure room possible.

Efficient Foot Control with QuickChairTM
With an intuitive hand control and
revolutionary foot control, the Midmark 630
operates easy and efficiently. The foot control
comes with an industry first, QuickChairTM
feature, which allows the table to return to a
low entry position for the easiest, quickest
dismounting available.
* Programmable foot control shown

Rotation
As office-based settings become
equipped with more pieces of
equipment and equipment larger
in size, such as lasers, rooms are
becoming congested. Selecting a
procedures table equipped with
the rotation option can improve
efficiency by allowing the patient
to be moved to the equipment,
instead of the equipment being
moved to the patient.
The simple touch of a pedal
(circled in photo) on either side
of the table offers 350 degrees of
rotation; touch the pedal again to
lock the table in place. It’s that easy!
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Specifications
Patient Load Rating:
450 lb. (204 kg)
Height:
Minimum 19" (48.3 cm)
Maximum 40" (101.6 cm)
Seat Tilt Angle Range:
0˚ to 30˚
Back Support Angle Range:
0˚ to 85˚

Rotation: Allows 350˚ of table
rotation and adds 3.5" to the
minimum and maximum height
specifications
Heated Upholstery: Provides
a warm and inviting feel to the
patient support surface*

Accessories
Wide headrest

Foot Support Angle Range:
0˚ to 90˚

Wide foot support

Upholstery Width Dimensions:
Headrest: 12" (30.5 cm)
Back support: 24"-26" (61-66 cm)
Seat: 28" (71.1 cm)
Foot support: 18" (45.7 cm)

Knee crutches - articulating
and fixed

Clamp and bracket only
(For knee crutches)

Restraint straps

Patient Support Surface Length:
Flat position: 72" (182.9 cm)

Adjustable arm system 		
(right and left side arms included)

Flat position with headrest
extended: 83" (210.8 cm)

Adjustable arm receptacle

Paper Roll Holder:
Holds 18" x 3.5" paper roll
(45.7 x 8.9 cm)

Base rails
IV pole
Articulating armboard

Electrical Ratings

Fixed armboard

115 VAC, 10 Amps, 50/60 Hz
(for standard models)

Vision block screen

115 VAC, 7 Amps, 50/60 Hz
(for heated top models)

Hand surgery armboard

Urology drain system*
Special procedures headrest
Welch Allyn® light bracket
(Fits 48700 light)
Caster base*

Safety Standards

Instrument tray

UL 60601-1 and CAN/CSA C22.2
No. 601.1-M90

Side panel restraints

Options
Premium Upholstery Top:
Seamless design
Ultra-Premium Upholstery Top:
Stitched, plush design
Programmability: Four positions that
you customize to your needs
Electrical Outlets: Duplex, hospital
grade (on each side)*

Programmable hand control
shown.

Electrical Outlets
Optional hospital grade outlets
allow easy access to electrical
power, which provides a clean
look to the room and floor space
free of power cords.

Facial pad

Optional Electrical Outlet Rating:
115 VAC, 3 Amps

115/230 VAC, 7.5/3.8 Amps, 50/60 Hz
(for rotation models)

Hand Control
Intuitive hand control with side rail
bracket for easy-to-find location.

*Not available on rotation models

Upholstery Colors
Premium Solid Colors:
Blueberry, Silver Sage, Tea Green,
Fossil Grey, Cashmere Blue,
Terra Cotta
Premium Pattern Colors:
Belagio, Siena, Tuscany, Firenze,
Capri, Treviso
Ultra-Premium Colors:
Ultra-Pacific Blue, Ultra-Spruce,
Ultra-Olivine, Ultra-Arctic,
Ultra-Sky, Ultra-Canyon

Midmark is an ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark
dealer or Call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. Call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392
or visit our website at midmark.com
© 2004 Midmark Corporation
60 Vista Drive P.O. Box 286 Versailles, Ohio 45380-0286
Products subject to improvement changes without notice
Litho in U.S.A. 007-0399-00 Rev.B1 11/05

As awarded by
The Chicago Athenaeum:
Museum of Architecture & Design

Heated Upholstery
Heated seat and lumbar
improve patient comfort and
reduce patient anxiety.

Adjustable Arm System
The optional adjustable arm
system accessory offers a sense
of security for patients, and a
stable and secure platform to
assist them in getting on and
off the table. With the simple
touch of a lever, the arms can
be rotated and locked into one
of three positions, so they are in
the right position for you.		

